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LOS ANGELES - June 25, 2014 - Aeromagnetic surveys use highly sophisticated magnetometers

onboard aircraft flying over large regional areas.

Dependent on survey operating obstacles magnetometers may employ various spectrums of

technologies including, amongst others, 'camera lens optics'.

"Optical" magnetometer 'devices' and 'systems' employing 'digital image recording can either be

stored or relayed from 'aircraft', 'unmanned aerial vehicles' ( UAV ), and 'space-based platforms'

( satellites ) for government contract use.

For 'government contract use', 'stand-alone' type 'optic device systems' were 'drastically reduced'

to roles if 'scanning only' when that function was decidedly incorporated by combination with

'multiple other technology devices and systems'.

MagnetoTellurics ( MT )

Magnetotellurics measures subterranean Earth field magnetics by geophysical remote-sensing

imagery methods developed by Russia and France the 1950s.

Major advances in Magnetotellurics instrumentation and technique include the advent of:

- Remote referencing;

- 3D data acquisition;

- 3D data processing; and,



 - GPS time-based synchronizing; 

Today's advances in instruments, sensors, data processing and computer modeling enhancements

with Magnetotellurics became one of the most important global academic disciplines in deep

Earth research tools, for:

- Geomagnetic field surveys;

- Plate Tectonic long-period deep crustal movements and formations; 

- Geothermal ( Volcano ) precursor event research;

- Geoseismic ( Earthquake ) precursor event research; 

- Geoclimactic ( Ice Age ) precursor event research;

- Groundwater montoring;

- Mineral Mining exploration;

- Petroleum ( Oil ), Shale Oil, Shale Gas, and Natual Gas exploration;

- Hydrocarbon monitoring; and,

- More.

MT depth ranges from 300 meters underground ( by recording higher frequencies ) down to

10,000 meters or 'deeper' ( long-period sound frequencies ).

Late 1970 Era Emerging Technology

Advanced materials science studied certain crystal ( telluride, etc. ) and quasicrystal structures,

'redesigning natural architectures' to 'manipulate energy power management' - automatically

incorporating 'miniaturization' - in later production of "thin-film crystalline power management

circuits," and by later "layering" methodologies of the 1980s secretly introduced Charged-Coupled

Devices" ( CCD ) for governments that went even further to employ "Staring-Plane Mosaic"

technology "long-range optical scanning guidance sensor" technology 'drastically extending

capabilities', of:

- Tracking ( remote - ground-to-air, air-to-ground, ground-to-space, space-to-ground, space-to-

galactic, galactic-to-space, and galactic-to-extragalactic - locations );

- Data ( astroparticle element spectral resolution to digital data for ground-based and space-based



processing ); and,

- Relay  ( remote - ground-to-air, air-to-ground, ground-to-space, space-to-ground, space-to-

galactic, galactic-to-space, and galactic-to-extragalactic - locations ).

"High-Energy" ( HE ) technologies combined with 'other devices and systems' enhancing 'long-

range' ( LR ) deep-scanning ( DS ) radar are yet 'even-other technologies' much of which remains

categorically secure according to classification, for:

 - Surface-Penetrating / Ground-Penetrating High-Energy Radar ( ground-to-air; air-to-ground

limited; ground-to-space; space-to-ground limited; space-to-galactic limited, galactic-to-space;

space-to-extragalactic limited; and, ground-to-extragalactic ) . 

All platforms ( ground-based, air, and space-based ) capturing 'data' usually require "real-time"

'imaging' - especially amidst 'emergency situations' - that 'easily' may or sometimes 'instantly' ( on

'rare' occasions ) be 'disrupted due to external force interferences', by such examples, of:

- Extragalactic Astroparticles ( e.g. "Cherenkov Muon Radiation" multimessenger 'Absolute Total

Earth-Penetrating - ground and water inclusive' Thompson Scatter arrays of "Tau Air-Showers" );

- Extragalactic Astroparticles ( e.g. "Cherenkov Light Radiation" 'ground-penetrating and

'waterway-bed penetrating to approximately 1-mile' Tau Air-Shower arrays of Thompson

Scatter ); 

- Atmospheric Thermal Lightning Storms ( e.g. "Sprint" and / or "Elf" Air-Shower arrays of

Thompson Scatter 'air-to-ground penetrating lightning' or Reverse Thompson Scatter - 'ground-to-

air lightning' exhibitions' ); 

- Solar Energetic Particle ( SEP ) "Geomagnetic Storms" ( derived from "Solar Flares" interalia

"Solar Winds" );

- Aurora ( Stratospheric "Northern Lights" );

- Auroral Current Mist ( 'Ground-Surface Travelling Electron Clouds' - 'translucent green' in-color

);

- Thermal Lightning Storms ( "Sprint" and "Elf" - Thompson Reverse Scattering 'Ground-to-Air

Showers' or Thompson Scattering  'Air-to-Ground Showers' );

- Atmospheric Electrical Lightning Storms ( 'conventional air-to-ground' and 'horizontal

lightning' ); and,

- High Field Strength Element ( HFSE ) Magnetic Pyroclastic Clouds & Particle Mists

( Volcanic.); and,



- Atmospheric Thermal Clouds ( 'conventional oriented', 'marine layers', 'waterway mists', 'thermal

mists' - fog ).

Ground-penetrating radar mapping geophysical magnetic anomalies captured using high-energy

( nuclear resonance ) magnetic imaging  ( NMR ) particle data identification resolutions can

'optically capture' specifically targeted areas 'long-range' either via 'line-of-sight' or by utilizing a

specially designed Panoramic lens, the latter of which both the U.S. and Russia still.employ;

classic rule being - 'closer proximities net best sensing'.

Although in June 2014, the Russia plane tested an 'extremely advanced technology form-of'

"ground-penetrating radar" from 50-miles off the west coast of California just outside territorial

waters, however - and for decades - "joint agreements" continue being 'held and updated' between

the United States and Russian Federation.

Monitoring measurements of Earth's superconducting magmatic core generating magnetic

temporal field line magnetic oscillations extending from below to as far away as the

Magnetosphere has always been excited by  "Cosmic Rays" ( "Cherenkov Muon Light

Radiation" ).

Although passing through our Sun, the actual "point of origin" for "all Cosmic Rays" was recently

determined.

Astroparticle

Cosmic Rays, first began

emanating 'billions

of lightyears' ago out-

of the constellation Virgo A - where five ( 5 ) "Blue Galaxies" exist - but there is  from only one

( 1 ) specific Blue Galaxy where "Centaurus A" ( "Cen-A" ) was born; created from two ( 2 )

galaxies colliding for their incredibly explosive "Supernovae" forming a "Super-massive Black-



Hole ( "SmBH" ) wherein its Accretion Disk began streaming-out an 'unfathomable hot' and

'powerfully intense blue-white colored "Cherenkov muon light radiation" - its "Whole Jet" 'still

the diameter size of the Solar System of Earth'.

In Italy, during Earth's 16th century, the Cen-A Whole Jet ( also known as ) "Gamma-Ray Burst" (

"GRB" ) was first ( 1st ) recorded as a new discovery.

By the year 2000, the Cen-A Whole Jet stream GRB continued extending out-of the center of its

Supermassive Black-Hole Accretion Disk to a length of more than 2,000 lightyears long.

By June 12, 2012 another more startling discovery was made. The Cen-A GRB possessed

'advancing scout astroparticles' wherein an anomaly existed; 'astroparticles combined' ( both 'sub-

atomic' neutrino "muons" with 'atomic' photon "Cherenkov light radiation" ) - identified as

"multimessengers."

Within only 1-month, during July 2012, "multimessenger" ( 'combined sub-atomic and atomic

astroparticles' ) were discovered moving at "Superluminescent" speeds.

In this case instance, these multimessenger astroparticle Cosmic Rays coming from the Cen-A

GRB moving at Superluminescent speeds were somehow calculated 'up-to' ( initially ) "6 times

faster than the speed of light."

Something secretly occurred because within a few months this Cen-A GRB Cherenkov muon case

instance saw these particular combinatoric multimessenger astroparticle Superluminesent speed

calculations 'suddenly revised.jumping up considerably' ( in 2013 ) to "45 times faster than

lightspeed."

What happened?

Many things began being discovered, including the fact that Cherenkov light radiation ( alone )

was indeed, a:

"Planetary Oxygen Killer" Gamma-Ray Burst From Cen-A

"Cherenkov light radiation photons" ( by 'itself' ) 'burns-up' "all oxygen molecules" ( "ozone" ) it

'contacts', which is bad enough, but when combinatorically linked ( 'somehow' ( geoastrophysicists

still cannot say 'how' ) to neutrino "muon" astroparticles that 'do not stop' ( 1-mile deep

underground ) and are easily capable of penetrating the entire Earth, now 'that is' a 'serious global

problemmatic event'.

As a brief aside, many people are even unaware that, simple "rain" 'removes' "oxygen" molecules

out-of Earth's atmosphere; but not like what happened within 48-hours on December 26, 2004.

By 2013, it was discovered that the "point of origin" for "all Cosmic Ray astroparticles" indeed



stemmed from out-of the "Centaurus A" ( CenA ) 'event' billions of years ago.

Furthermore, Cen-A GRB advancing scout-like "multimessenger" astroparticles were discovered

to have actually begun arriving on Earth within 48-hours of December 26, 2004 when two ( 2 )

Earth events occurred:

1. Above the Indian Ocean, advance scout arrivals of Cen-A originating Cherenkov muon light

radiation astroparticles burned the World's largest hole straight through Earth's "ozone layer;" and,

2. Upset magnetic niobium elements within Earth's subcrustal magnetic magmatic tubes that

created the 9.1 magnitude Andaman-Sumatra ( Indonesia ) earthquake under the Andaman Sea

revolting in an oceanic waterway tsunami that killed 350,000 people throughout 13 nations in just

1-day.

Additionally discovered was there continues being an "ever-increasing" Earth bombardment of

these same "Cherenkov muon light radiation astroparticles" to this very day, according to several

Cherenkov Telescope Array Observatories located primarily on Earth's "Southern Hemisphere."

What The World "Needs-To-Know" 'Before' "I" 'Go'

1. Within 1,000 lightyears from the 'very tip' of this Virgo A constellation Centaurus A

Supermassive Black-Hole emanating Whole Jet emitting Gamma-Ray Burst carrying Cherenkov

light radiation combined with neutrino muon multimessenger astroparticles  highly-directionalized

out from its point of origin on its highly-directionalized 31-degree trajectory angle aimed to pass

northeast of the solar system of Earth 'all' atmospheric and planetary oxygen molecules' will be

extinguished until it passes.

2. Exoplanetary research in America only began with a U.S. government Executive Order that was

approved by the U.S. Congress mandating it under then-President George Bush and carried

forward through the current U.S. Presidential Administration to-date;

3. In 1999, the Vatican Papal Administration began teaming its own Telescope Observatories in a

joint effort with the United States between MIT and Steward Observatory in-addition to Germany

as well as several other countries; and,

4. While initial discovery of only a tiny streak of bright light in Earth's Southern Hemisphere dark

sky was during the 16th century that once thought ti be 'little bit of  information' laid 'dormant'

until the Vatican Papal Administration decidedly brought it to the attention of another government

during the 1940s. In 1947, the U.S. government turned its information over to MIT that began

rigorous research from the basement of one of its buildings where the director assigned ( directly

under his authority ) another man as the Program chief investigator who worked on that task all

the rest of the days of his life, and while his even further discoveries began yet a myriad of 'global'

Programs and Projects in other countries, 'few knew the core reason' behind 'why' so much labor

time, money, and materials continued being spent by so many people for decades; even past the



global economic meltdown of 2007 - over 50-years.

A point of interest for my having worked this particular research project for the past 4-years

( since 2010 ) was that halfway through 2012 I learned that the man from down in that MIT

building basement had just died shortly after I learned what you now know today.

Before any more people ask me the "When?" 'date' question, my research was halted; one could

say I was stopped by 'chance' - I'll tell you right now, though it 'was' strictly by 'circumstance'.

Earth Exit Survivability Options May No Longer Available

Worldwide, from between ( at-least ) 2010 through 2012, people began experiencing an unfamiliar

sense of 'dred' and / or 'doom', often-times heightened fot no apparent reason other than 'fearing'

an 'unknown' "catistrophic event." Some people believe human beings are reacting as though they

had unknowingly been exposed to abnormal levels of energy directing them oddly, there 'may' be

a simple answer to this that may cause problems for other members of humanity.

Many people are unaware of 'flying birds' possessing a special 'chemical' ( found within the 'bone'

of their 'beaks' ) that 'automatically' "senses-out' "geomagnetic field lines" ( floating invisibly from

the ground in-to the air ) plus, the 'bird-beak chemical' provides the flying bird with continous

"navigation." People possess a special chemical within our "nose bone"
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